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Paco Knöller succeeds in giving a new impetus to seeing, 

trusting in the inexhaustible means and possibilities of 

painting and drawing. On the occasion of the 70th birthday 

of the Obermarchtal-born artist, the Museum Ulm is 

presenting a cabinet exhibition with a select selection of his 

most recent drawing cycles in combination with large-format 

coloured oil crayons on wood. His pictorial language 

develops in a field of tension between virulent gestures, 

rhythmic gestures, punctual settings, filigree lines and 

extensive colour spaces. Seismographically, the style of his 

handwriting follows intuitive movements. 

In an open spectrum between brightly illuminated and pastel broken colour chords, Paco Knöller's 

sensual-material oil chalk painting condenses into pictorial phenomena of seductive attraction and 

poetic meaning, which rise above the mysteriousness of the colour extensions, forms and gestures 

and seem to overcome the collected energy of the working process. As if the picture quadrangle 

were a window, swelling and declining lines, cloudy firmaments and moving structures of form 

drift over and beyond the picture surfaces, in order to remain suspiciously transparent in the 

permeability of their membranes, in which the handwritten settlements and oil chalk surfaces 

interpenetrate each other according to the laws of a sensual osmosis. 

As an essential element of expression, Paco Knöller, who is one of the most important painters of 

his generation in Germany, works with superimpositions and layers that wash around and 

penetrate each other. In Paco Knöller's work, the covering up of paint, which is usually done on a 

painting ground, becomes at the same time the exposure of an ambivalent process of pictorial 

creation, which unfolds between intuitive gesture and breathing surface setting, between 

controlled contours and brush-free hand work. 
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With archaeological intuition, Paco Knöller draws with relish in the sediments of our imaginary 

worlds, which push from the depths of consciousness and memory to the surface. His works all 

appear to be the results of a lyrical attempt to visualise the choreography of our natural habitats in 

abstract fragments and at the same time to free themselves from it. Without imitative borrowings, 

the artist distils vital drawing pieces from the fleeting appearances of reality and the anatomy of 

what he sees. The main protagonists in his work are those sensitive lineages and biomorphic forms 

that tell stories as "particles of reality" (Paco Knöller) and yet unfold freely without figurative 

signification. 

Paco Knöller's optical care preserves the amazement at the sensual event of reality. His pictorial 

language, whose legibility lies in an atmospheric transmission, keeps itself free of stylistic 

approaches to the isms of our time in order to capture the mysterious magic of our world from the 

necessity of the moment into an alchemical concert of colours, forms, gestures and lines. 

With unswerving creative power, unbiased, curious and free in his creative decisions, Paco Knöller 

unfolds the poetry of the small things to the big gesture and the impressive picture. The vitality of a 

pictorial drawing is shown to its best advantage, leading out of the territories of reason, opening 

up spiritual spaces, raising questions about the certainty of our visual experience, defining the 

world as a subjective invention of reality and thus preserving the aura of a residual mystery. 

Without narrative guidance or agreed meaning, but with a meaningful echo, Paco Knöller's works 

appeal to our visual capacity and participatory attitude, which we as viewers are attracted to by the 

fascinating impact of the sensitive pictorial planning. They deal with breathing blue and light seeds, 

waking up rooms and eyelid margins of the lake. The messages the artist conveys are not messages 

but ciphers, references to the essential: the multifaceted richness of living being. His paintings seem 

to set up panels for an understanding of the world, only to elude logical comprehension again at 

the moment of their appearance: When cell nuclei become wandering planets. 

Paco Knöller was born in 1950 in Obermarchtal nearby Ulm. He began his studies in 1972 with 

Joseph Beuys and studied at the Kunsthalle Düsseldorf until 1978. Also in 1978 the Städtische 

Galerie Ravensburg organised his first solo exhibition. Since then his works have been regularly 

shown in leading German museums such as the National Galerie Berlin, the Kunstsammlung 

Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf, the Sprengel Museum Hannover, the Staatliche Kunsthalle 

Karlsruhe and the Museum Hamburger Bahnhof Berlin. From 2001 to 2013 he held a professorship 

at the Hochschule für Kunst in Bremen. Paco Knöller lives and works in Berlin. 

: Further information on the exhibition is also available at www.museumulm.de. There you will also 

find text and image material for download in the press area. 
 
Abb.: Paco Knöller, white of each other, pencil on paper, 2019, photo Jochen Littkemann, Courtesy Galerie Thomas Schulte Berlin 
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